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Team Umizomi is here! Milli, Geo, and Bot use their mighty math powers to solve everyday

problems in this 96-page coloring book that includes over 100 stickers.
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description of over 100 stickers is incorrect. The book itself says Over 50 Stickers, there are 61. The

book has a few different stories inside, with each page telling a part of the story. There is coloring

pages, put primarily activities such as dot-to-dots, mazes, finish the picture, and find the... I bought

this for my 3 yr old who recently discovered Team Umizoomi and has fallen in love with it. Since

there aren't really any toys for it anymore, I bought this coloring book. I think most of the activities

will go over his head and will primarily use it for coloring. Reasonable price and overall happy with it,

just wish there were more actual coloring pages.

Purchased this for my 3- and 1 year-old daughters and they love it. Lots of good pictures for

coloring, plus some activities too. I was impressed with how many stickers came with the book,

considering the low price. Will definitely be purchasing at least one more. This makes a great,

inexpensive gift for any Team Umizoomi fan.



Comes with stickers and many coloring pages. My son is huge fan so I went to  to look for Team

Umizoomi stuff since stores do not have much. The pages teach kids different math lessons so it's

more than a coloring book

My friend's child in Russia loves Umizoomi cartoons, but because it's an "imported from US"

cartoon, they don't sell any Umizoomi-related toys/books/clothes, etc... So I wanted to surprise them

and send them something. This book was a good buy (along with Umizoomi backpack sold also by

). My friend's son LOVES it!!!!

My boys really liked this coloring book. Especially since it came with stickers too. I was just bummed

that I saw this at the store for $2 right after I bought it from . Can't really complain because  is really

good with prices & saving me the trip to the store.

the stickers are nice, and the coloring pages are a good image for a preschool age child. I thought

that it would be larger like other "big" coloring books we've had, but still a good purchase.

If your son or daughter loves Team Umizoomi, then this is a really cute book. The stickers are

definitely a plus!

My son is 3 years old and loves it. I purchased it so he could take it to school and color. Great book.
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